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UniverseNet Partners and existing collaborations



NORDITA has moved
to Stockholm so the
Copenhagen node is
now the Niels Bohr
Institute (incl. DARK
Cosmology Centre) - the
Contract was modified
and has been ratified by
the Commission

Changes in Teams

The BSM theory group at
CEA-Saclay (Brax, Cirelli,
Servant, …) wish to join
the network - they can be
accomodated in the APC,
Paris ‘Extended Team’ (no
changes to budget or
Contract necessary)



 This network brings together the major European (and Korean) theoretical physics groups
investigating the fundamental physics which shaped our Universe. They have made important

contributions across the whole spectrum of research in particle cosmology and astroparticle
physics, from phenomenological issues concerning the genesis of matter and radiation, dark
matter and dark energy, to fundamental questions about the nature of space-time and of the

Big Bang itself. This is an opportune time for such studies, given both the explosion of
observational results on the cosmological and astrophysical front, as well as the key tests of

theories of new physics beyond the Standard Model which will be performed in forthcoming
experiments within the lifetime of the network.

The key research tasks are to investigate:

     1) the origin of baryons
     2) the origin of dark matter

     3) the origin of cosmic radiation
     4) the origin of cosmic structure

     5) the origin of dark energy
     6) the origin of space-time



The lectures by leading
experts covered both

astrophysical and
particle cosmology …

there were also
research presentations
by students & postdocs

During 17-22 Sept
2007 we held the first
training school with

160 participants
(about half were from

outside the network)



Many thanks to the
Lecturers and the
students, the local

organisers and,
especially, our

administrator Ana M!

This week (22-26 Sept
2008) we held the

second training school
with 130 participants
(again half were from
outside the network)



• Performed collaborative research on the key science
objectives (126 inter-team papers in peer-reviewed
journals and presentations at numerous international
conferences) … reports to be given by ‘Task coordinators’

• Appointed young researchers (9 Early Stage Researchers
and 10 Experienced Researchers) in 13 of the Network Teams
and provided them inter-disciplinary training

• Organised many conferences, schools and workshops
• Established links with other networks/ToK activities
• Provided expert advice to EU-supported science

coordination activities (ApPEC/ASPERA, Astronet, …)
• Outreach activities (popular talks, articles, YouTube …)

What else has the network done in the past 2 years?





Nicholas Chatillon

Ioannina



Mobility within Europe



‘Opening the door to third country researchers’

‘Addressing gender balance’

 6 of the 19 ESR/ER appointed so far are women
 ~35% of the speakers in the annual school are women

~30% of the young researchers are non-EU



    = 100 - 999     = 10 - 99     = 1 - 9 visits

The above map depicts: 3699 visitors from 6 Apr 2007 to 6 Apr 2008

 

Downloadable E-bulletins with the network’s news are issued every 6 months …

Universenet Website
Details of participating teams, young researchers, meetings, publications, outreach …



UniverseNet Outreach



• Participative Management and Communication
• Enriching Networking
• Fruitful Training of ESRs & Transfer of Knowledge (ToK) by ERs

We have met most of the “good practice” targets …

    But can still improve in certain respects:
 better reporting on activities (especially inter-team visits)
 acknowledgement of network support in publications
 more efficient use of mobility funds by young researchers
 …

Finally an open problem: how to bridge the ‘culture gap’ between
astronomy and particle physics in our training activities?


